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### Basic Figures

- Chewbacca in Bounty Hunter Disguise (with Vibro Axe and Heavy Blaster Rifle)
- Dash Rendar (with Heavy Weapons Pack)
- Leia in Boushh Disguise (with Blaster Rifle and Bounty Hunter Helmet)
- Luke Skywalker in Imperial Guard Disguise (with Taser Staff Weapon)
- Prince Xizor (with Energy Blade Shields)

### Multi-Packs

**Comic Packs**

- Boba Fett vs. IG-88
- Prince Xizor vs. Darth Vader

### Vehicles

- Boba Fett's Slave I Vehicle
  - Han Solo in Carbonite
- Dash Rendar's Outrider (with Cockpit & Gun Turret You Fully Rotate in Battle)
- Swoop Vehicle (Fires High-Impact Proton Torpedo)
  - Swoop Trooper